Dance Practice – Rumba & Samba
Remember to WARM UP and COOL DOWN!
Practice LEAD (left first) and FOLLOW (right first) for all steps.

Rumba: “Slow, quick-quick”
Remember – this is a Latin dance. Toe-heel steps, rolling down smoothly.
• Forward – Step first with LEFT foot. Then side-together (RIGHT – LEFT).
• Backward – Step first with RIGHT, then side-together (LEFT – RIGHT).
• Basic box – Put “Forward” step together with “Backward” for a box step!
• IF YOU USE A PARTNER- it is easy! One does the backward as the other performs forward
step.
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MAKE IT EASIER: Dance this rhythm in place.
THOUGHT: This should look familiar! Many dances have a basic “box step”. What makes this
different than the others you learn? FUN FACT: Rumba is Cuban in origin.
TIPS:
• Bring the rumba style! Toe-heel stepping with soft knees helps your hips move in that
nice side-to-side motion!
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•

Add “Figure 8” hips if you like! In addition to the side-to-side hip motion, allow them to
travel forward and backward as you step. (Hip moves forward on the same side as the
foot that is stepping.)

Samba: “Quick-quick, slow”
Remember – this is a Latin dance. If you feel you can, step smoothly toe-heel.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Side-together-back*– – Step side-together (LEFT -RIGHT), then step backward LEFT. Put full
weight on each step.
Side-together-forward* – Step side-together (RIGHT-LEFT), then step forward RIGHT. Put
full weight on each step.
Basic box – Put “Side-together-forward” together with “Side-together-backward” for a box
step!
Backward–in-place – Backward LEFT, forward RIGHT, together LEFT. Backward RIGHT,
forward LEFT, together RIGHT.
Forward –in-place – Forward LEFT, back RIGHT, together LEFT. Forward RIGHT, back LEFT,
together RIGHT.
Chain – Link a bunch of forwards or backwards together!
IF YOU USE A PARTNER- it is easy! One does the backward as the other performs forward step.
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*Yes! You can do these steps starting with the other foot, too!
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(Now, try Forward-in-place!)
MAKE IT EASIER!
1. Dance with a flat foot if you cannot stay on your toes.
2. Dance this rhythm in place.
MAKE IT MORE CHALLENGING.
1. Add arm movements!
2. Speed it up! Stay with the music…
TIPS: Style of the samba • Stay mostly on the balls of your feet – the samba is usually done to faster-paced music.
Though you don’t have to do it this way, the style is quicker and higher on the balls of
the feet.
• Turn your toes/legs out slightly.
Did you know…Samba is from Brazil, with African influence?
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WEEKLY BALANCE CHALLENGE: To bring in the fun hip action to the Rumba and Samba,
improve your “toe-heel” step by strengthening your calves! Practice “calf raises” by coming up
onto your toes and then lowering back down.
• If this is challenging for your balance, practice next to a counter or sturdy chair.
• If you’d like a greater strength challenge, practice this exercise on a step, lowering
your heels so your toes point up.
SAFETY TIP of the WEEK: Be sure that your footwear is secure and that the bottoms of your
shoes are a good match with the surface you are dancing upon.
o Bottom – No Slip, No Trip! You should be able to glide and slide enough not get stuck to the
floor and trip, though you should have enough “stick” on the bottom of your shoes (or
feet!) so you don’t slip.
o What else? Shoes should be flexible enough to allow your foot to move and feel the floor,
fit snugly but not tightly, with a little (not a lot!) room at the toes to allow for shifting
without pinching when you step. This also allows proper blood and nerve flow!
o A shoe with a secure heel is best so your shoe does not slide or get caught.
o Yes! Dance with shoes and without shoes if you can!
o Foot care: Take care to avoid objects that will hurt your feet, especially if you have low
sensation (like neuropathy), but give it a try! Check your feet often, no matter how you
dance! Attend to nails, cuts, blisters and callouses right away.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------OR
When you see this kind of outlined foot “step”, it means that there is no (or very little) weight
on that step.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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